A. INTERROGATING DEFENSE PROGRAM FOR REDISTRIBUTION OF ASSETS RECORDS

The DEPRA system is designed to include a data bank of all active DEPRA item excess records. These records are contained at random access storage to be available for responding to interrogations relating to a NSN. Interrogations may be transmitted in data pattern messages through AUTODIN to DEPRA. These responses will be automatically transmitted to the addressee indicated in the interrogation transactions. It will be assigned CI IAZZ and will be addressed to a DAAS COMM RI. Responses from DEPRA will be assigned CI ZYUW and will be addressed to the COMM RI of the data pattern terminal servicing the interrogator. The following types of inquiries are available from DEPRA/DAAS: (1) NSN and (2) DoDAAC. Formats are contained in appendix A.

B. RESERVED